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by

Cristina & Greg Noland

Thank you for signing up to the OMG Teen Book
Series FREE Report. In this report we aim to give you
a real taste of all the super actionable advice, tips and
strategies to help you lead a happier, healthier and
more successful life. This is the foundation of the
OMG Teen Book Series.

We hope you enjoy this FREE report, and find it fun
and super helpful. The whole OMG Teen Book Series
is packed with this kind of helpful advice and tips, all
designed to improve the quality of your life. Ok, let’s
get started…

Natural Beauty Tips & Makeup Ideas
"Mom, can I wear makeup to
school!" These words will probably
strike fear into most mothers
when they first hear them, as to
your mum it feels like only
yesterday when she was preparing
your packed lunch box and
walking you to school.
So what is the right age for you to
wear makeup, to school, or even
at all? I think the golden rule here,
is to take your time. Many girls
might start with some lip gloss
between 10 and 12, and then wish

Fast Action Tips

to advance to mascara and a bit of
foundation around the 13 to 14
mark. But all parents are different,
as well as the desires of the
teenagers.
But whenever you are allowed to
start wearing makeup, you are
going to want to have the advice
from the experts. Therefore, I have
teamed up with some of the best
makeup specialists I could find to
help me write this report. Let’s
dive straight in to some really
useful information.

How Much Does Beauty Impact Our Lives?
You don’t have to move very far every day until you are bombarded by advertisements for hair, skin, teeth,
and make-up. Pick up any magazine and you are bound to find at least a few advertisements for a wonder
diet, low fat foods, and memberships to gyms. You could say we are all fairly excessive about our looks. But
how much does our beauty impact our lives? I would go as far to say the myth of female beauty challenges
every woman, every day of her life. It doesn’t matter if she at school or university, in the media, in
relationships between men and women, and between women and women, the pressure to look good is
everywhere. Are women consumed by this potentially destructive obsession? Does putting so much effort
into our beauty really give us a better quality of life?
It is my feeling that we all put much more importance on looks than we care to admit. But with the right tips and
advice, we don’t need to let the pressure to look good consume us. As a teenager, you will be curious about
beauty and the things that you can do to make yourself look great. You are probably curious about shaving,
makeup, hair, and lots of other things that you have only heard about up until now. Therefore, this report will
give you some simple, yet effective advice for looking your best, with the minimum of fuss.
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Let’s look at what this report will cover:
•
•
•

Natural beauty tips
Beauty substitutions
Shaving

•
•
•

Eyebrows
Skin tips
Hair / Nails / Makeup

Natural Beauty Tips
Before we get into the makeup that
you buy in the store, we’re going to
take a look at some of the natural
treatments that you can use to
make yourself look beautiful.

Avocados

1. A great, all-natural moisturizer
The amazing avocado is filled with
natural oils that are able to deeply
go into your skin much better than
a lot of products to keep your skin
hydrated and soft. Just mash up
one of your avocados and put it
right onto your body and face.
Allow it to stay there for a few
minutes and then jump into the
shower. This might sound weird
but you’ll love the way your skin
feels.

2. It’s great for your cuticles – Get
an avocado the next time you’re at
your store. When you are doing
your nails the next time, use it on
your cuticles. They will feel soft
and it will make your hands soft
You may know avocado as too.
something
that’s
yummy
in
guacamole and that tastes great on 3. It helps you glow – Since they’re
tacos and burritos. But there are a filled with carotenoids and
lot of other reasons that you should antioxidants, they help improve
love avocado. Bet you didn’t know your skin’s overall appearance.
that it’s great to add into your Want a great facemask? Cut an
beauty routine, too. It has a lot of avocado in half and mash half of it,
benefits for your hair and your skin. then mix in ¼ teaspoon honey. Put
Here are a few reasons that you it on your skin and leave it 10
should think of avocado as minutes, then use a dampened
something that’s not just a side dish. cloth to rinse off.

4. It helps with preventing
blackouts and reduces scars from
acne – Avocados are full of
Vitamins E, and that’s a big
ingredient in a lot of acne
treatments. It also helps with
reducing acne scars. Use the mask
above once per week and you’ll see
a difference.
5. Great for conditioning damaged,
dry hair – Is your hair damaged? Or
do you just want it to be shinier?
Avocados are great for this! Whisk
together one egg yolk, a teaspoon
of honey, and one teaspoon of
olive oil. Then, mash up half of an
avocado and mix everything
together. Put it on your hair,
particularly on your ends, and allow
it to sit for approximately 15
minutes. Rinse your hair off and
shampoo it. You are going to be so
surprised at the shiny, soft results.
6. It’s great for soothing sunburn
Even though you always use
sunscreen (wink, wink) sunburns
can happen. Apply some avocado
that you have mashed up and you’ll
get relief instantly.

Coconut Oil
You probably think of coconut as
something that you smell when you
slather on your suntan lotion or use
your favourite body spray or
shampoo. But the truth is that
there are a lot of benefits that you
will find when you’re incorporating
coconut oil into your beauty
routine and everyday routine.

1.
Natural deodorant – Put
coconut oil onto the spots where
you have a lot of trouble with
sweating. You also can make your
own deodorant using coconut oil,
baking soda, arrowroot, and shea
butter.
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2. Remover for eye makeup – Soak 7. Body moisturizer - It helps with
cotton with coconut oil and use it softening your skin and treating
for removing waterproof, stubborn dry elbows and cracked heels.
makeup.
8. De-frizzer - Put a bit of the oil on
3. Hydrating conditioner – Mix a your hair and on its ends to make
cup of hot water and 2 tablespoons it sleek and shiny.
coconut oil (more if you have long
hair). After the oil settles, massage it 9. Lip Balm - Works wonders with
into your hair and scalp, comb your healing chapped dry lips quickly.
hair using a comb with wide teeth,
put your hair up in a bun, and put on 10. Sunburn soother - Putting it
a shower cap. Allow it to sit for 60 onto sunburn will help with
minutes and then thoroughly rinse it soothing and sealing it.
using warm water to get beautiful,
shiny hair.
11. Shaving cream – Put some of
this onto your legs and you are
4. Cuticle cream - Putting coconut going to notice that you’re feeling
oil right on your cuticles will help much smoother after shaving.
soften your cuticles and make your
nails stronger.
12. Highlighter - Once your
makeup is on, put a little on your
5. Exfoliator - Mix 2 tbps sugar and nose’s bridge and your cheeks for
3 tablespoons coconut oil and leave beautifully glowing skin.
it in a jar so that you have an
exfoliator anytime you need it that 13. Flyaway tamer - When you
will make your skin glow.
massage this into your hair, you
won’t have problems with flyaways
6. Zipper fixer – Put a swab into anymore.
some coconut oil, then rub it onto a
stuck zipper and it will come loose.

14. Face Mask - Blend equal
amounts raw honey and coconut
oil and then put it right on your
face. Allow it to sit 3-4 minutes and
then use warm water to rinse it off.
You will find glowing and really
smooth skin underneath.
15. Cleaner for makeup brushes –
Microwave
3-4
tablespoons
coconut oil for approximately 30
seconds. When you bring it out, dip
your makeup brushes into it. Take
a napkin or paper towel and rub
your brushes with it to take off the
makeup. Finish up by rinsing the
brushes with warm water. Because
of the oil’s anti-fungal benefits, it
will help with keeping the brushes
free of bacteria.
16. Scar treatment - The oil’s
antioxidants and Vitamin E help
with healing scars and smoothing
out your skin for a complexion
that’s clearer.

Beauty Substitutions
There are some times when you go
to reach for something and you
find that you are out. But the good
news is there are often things you
can find around the house which
you can use to substitute for your
favourite beauty items. Here are
some of the things that you can do
when you find you have an
emergency.
1. Don’t have polish remover?
Perfume to the rescue!
Even though you probably think of
perfume as something that you
should put on your pulse points,
you can use perfume for removing
nail polish.
A solvent that’s
contained in perfumes can help
with removing the nail lacquer if

you are in a bind. The same thing
that is in perfume is also in polish
removers that aren’t acetone
based. Put some perfume onto a
ball of cotton and then use it like
you would a polish remover.
2. Out of deodorant? Baking soda
is great!
There’s nothing worse than being
stinky because you don’t have any
deodorant. But you don’t have to
have this problem when you use
some baking soda. It will break
down and then neutralize those
acids that cause the stinky body
odour. Just mix it with some water
and then rub it on.
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3. Don’t have anything to remove
your eye makeup? Use some
organic coconut oil.
You may not know this, but oils can
help with breaking down waxy
items like mascara, eye shadow,
and eyeliner. The eye makeup
removers that are most effective
contain oils. So if you don’t have
any remover, get some coconut oil.
This also has another perk. It works
on waterproof makeup and it’s
gentle and can help condition your
lashes.

6. Out of powder? Use some cornstarch
Corn-starch will remove the shine
and keeps the oil balance on your
face.
It also will ensure the
longevity of your makeup and
won’t change your foundation’s
colour if it’s correctly applied. Us a
large brush and vigorously shake
off any excess. (Try tapping your
brush against something hard to
make sure you have an application
that is light.) Put a light dusting on
your face and you are done.
Remember that corn-starch is
white, so it’s the choice for people
who have light complexions. If you
have a darker complexion, you can
mix it with cocoa powder until the
shade is right.

8. Don’t have moisturizer? Turn to
the sheet masks
Chances are you have some of
these somewhere in your room.
These great masks are soaked with
essence and contain the same
types of antioxidants, vitamins, and
other kinds of ingredients that are
found in moisturizers and serums.
They’re so drenched that there is
often a lot left in the packets.
Drain the extra essences and then
put it in your purse. You are going
to have what you need anytime,
anywhere. Tap this onto your
cheekbones to give yourself a glow
or use it after working out for
flawless complexion.

4. Don’t have any primer? Aloe
gel’s a great option!
Aloe’s a great substitute for primer.
It helps with hydrating and
smoothing your skin’s surface and
minimizing pores. It also helps with
keeping your makeup where it 7. Out of bronzer? Cocoa powder
belongs and fresh looking. It’s also is a great option
great for people who have dry skin. If you aren’t allergic, you can use
cocoa powder for a bronzer. Not
5. Don’t have eyeliner? Grab your only that but it smells wonderful.
mascara and angled brush
Put your powder into corn-starch
Mascara’s very similar to gel or bit by bit until you’ve reached the
cream liners in its formula and it right shade. After you have found
can be used for eyeliner if you the right tone, use a bronzer brush
don’t have one. If you want the just like any bronzer you bought in
best results, look for mascara that’s the store.
waterproof since your oils in your
eyelids won’t break it down as
“There are often things you can find around the house which
easily. Just use some of the
you can use to substitute for your favourite beauty items.”
mascara from your wand with your
angled brush and put it on like
cream liners.

Shaving Myths & Facts
I think shaving is a particular problem area for
female teens. Unlike the guys who probably can’t
wait to grow a bit of fuzz, us girls can’t stand the
stuff. Perhaps you are lucky enough to have no body
hair whatsoever. But that is rare. For the rest of us,
we have to master the ugly art of shaving, and
getting rid of unwanted body hair. But before we
look at the tips for shaving, let’s look at some of the
myths that you might have heard about shaving:
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Myth: When I begin shaving, I’ll need to do it
constantly, even when it’s winter.

Myth: Using a new razor will give me a lot more cuts
and nicks. It’s important to break in my razor.

Fact: Shaving’s basically just cutting the hair on your
body really close to your skin. When you are shaving,
you aren’t changing your hair follicles or how it’s
growing. So it’s okay to shave for the warm seasons
and not do it when it’s wintertime, if you don’t want.

Fact: This isn’t true – it’s actually the opposite.
Shaving using a blade that’s dull can lead to cuts and
nicks. A fresh, sharp razor which has at least three
blades is going to give you a closer, cleaner shave and
you are going to have less chance of cutting yourself
while shaving.

Myth: When I shave every day, my hair is going to
grow back darker and thicker.
Fact: When you’re shaving, you are simply cutting your
hair’s surface and everything beneath your skin’s left
alone. When your hair grows back at first, your hair
might feel different since shaving will cut it on an
angle, but it will not be thicker or darker. However,
soon it’s going to feel silky and soft like before you
started shaving.
Myth: Shaving using soap or water alone is as good as
when I use shaving cream.
Fact: Water and soap isn’t good for getting close
shaves. Soap’s made to clean your skin and remove
the oils as well as any dirt, which means your skin’s
vulnerable and dry. Water alone softens your hair and
skin but it disappears too fast to help you with shaving.
Shaving gel gives a blanket which keeps your hair soft
while you’re shaving and it lubricates. This allows the
razor to go much easier over the skin. Another good
thing about shaving gel is that it isn’t going to clog
razors like soap.
Myth: It’s okay if I dry shave once in a while.
Fact: It’s never a good idea to dry shave. If you are
going out in a mini skirt or you are going to the pool,
take a few minutes to properly shave. A couple of
minutes soaking the hair in some warm water and
then applying shave cream is going to help you avoid
razor burn and painful cuts and nicks. If you do dry
shaving, though, it can make you not want to go out in
shorts because you could have embarrassing scabs and
scrapes.
Myth: It’s only necessary to shave my pits when I’m
not wearing sleeves.

Myth: Shaving will make my skin flaky and dry.
Fact: Not true at all. When you shave with razors, it
will actually help your skin feel and look smoother
because it removes your skin’s dead cells on the top,
particularly if you’re using shave gel or cream and
you’re shaving after you shower. Use moisturizer after
shaving for skin that’s even silkier.
Myth: I can get a better, closer shave when I press
hard.
Fact: Using a touch that’s light with a sharp, clean,
fresh razor is the best way to get skin that’s silky
smooth. Be very careful and use a light hand on areas
such as knees, bikini area, and ankles.
Myth: My tan will fade faster if I shave.
Fact: It’s impossible to shave off a tan. Tanning’s the
function of your skin producing melanin. Shaving will
actually enhance a tan because it removes the flaky
skin layers that often hide the tan’s glow.
Myth: Shaving my sensitive areas, like my bikini line,
will always make me itchy and cause bumps.
Fact: Shaving your sensitive areas doesn’t need to
leave your bikini bumpy and itchy. For a shave that’s
silky smooth all the time, condition your hair and skin
before you shave with a bath or shower and shave
using a shaving gel that contains moisturizer.
When you are shaving, pull your skin back so the areas
flat and firm. Use gentle strokes and a very light touch,
going in a comfortable direction. Lots of shave gel and
a fresh razor will let you use less pressure. If you need
to go back over an area, use more gel before
continuing.

Fact: Removing the hair from your pits isn’t just about
giving you silky, clean looking pits. Along with keeping After you have finished shaving, rinse using cold water
you feeling fresh, removing the hair reduces the so your pores are closed. Pat the skin dry and then
possibility of bacteria build-up, the biggest reason for apply a little powder to give you a fresh, cool feeling.
armpit odour.
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Shaving Mistakes to Avoid
Doing your shaving right when you
get in the shower
You may want to do this first thing
in the morning and as soon as you
get in the shower, but it’s a better
idea to wait 15 minutes before
beginning to shave. This is going to
soften your hair and help your
follicles to open up. But don’t wait
longer than 15 minutes because
your skin will swell and wrinkle,
meaning your shave won’t be as
close. Plus it is not a good idea to
shave in the shower with the water
running as you will waste a lot of
water.
Doing it before school
If you shave at night, your legs will
be smoother longer. While you are
sleeping, your legs are going to
swell slightly, which may make your
hair retreat back into the follicles.
Using disposable razors with one
blade
This is okay if you do it occasionally,
but you shouldn’t use them every
day. Choose a razor that has four
or five blades. They give you the

smoothest shave and let you go you have problems with sensitive
over the hard areas like your ankles skin, don’t shave up your leg ever.
and knees.
Even though going upward might
give you a shave that’s closer, it
Not replacing razors blades often
increases the chances that you will
You might have bought a good have irritation, cuts, and nicks.
razor but if you don’t buy new After your hair is short and your
blades when the old ones become skin’s lubricated and warm, going
dull, it won’t do you any good. A down will be a lot safer. Don’t
blade will usually last anywhere forget to use more gel before doing
from 5-10 shaves
that second pass.
Not lathering up or using a bar of
soap
Even if you’re really in a hurry, you
shouldn’t dry shave.
Use a
moisturizing shaving cream to be
sure your razor will easily glide over
your legs and this will avoid cuts
and nicks. If you don’t have shaving
cream, you can use hair
conditioner. But don’t use a bar of
soap. It doesn’t give you the
lubrication you need.

Not treating or preventing razor
burn
Shaving close often leads to
ingrown hairs. Not treating razor
burn often can lead to scars that
will stay around. To help with
preventing red bumps, use a body
scrub that exfoliates twice per
week to get rid of the skin that’s
trapping the hairs. To treat the
bumps, place warm compresses on
the area that’s affected. That heat
will relax your hair. After you have
Shaving up before shaving down
showered, put lotion on your skin
When you are doing your first to soften your hair. This will leave
sweep, shave in your hair growth’s your skin much less infection
direction which is down your leg. If prone.

Product Recommendation
I know when I was a teenager and hairs started I have found this shaver awesome, and as you’ll see
growing everywhere I was clueless about whether I there are over 3,500 reviews and over 80% with a 4 or
should buy a shaver or not. Luckily, these days there 5 star rating.
are many more choices for us girls.

Panasonic Close Curves Women's Electric Razor
$19.99
About the Product





3-Blade System, cut hairs in a single pass
100% Wet / Dry shaving operation for a close
shave that can be used in the tub or shower
Floating Head Shaving System, conforms to
the shape of your legs for a comfortable shave
Ladies shavers use nickel-free, hypo-allergenic
stainless steel blades for sensitive skin
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Eyebrow Maintenance
You may not be up to this point in
your beauty regime, but when you
are, it’s good to know what to do
and what not to do when it comes
to your eyebrows. Let’s dive
straight in with some of the
mistakes to avoid by some leading
eyebrow experts.

shouldn’t allow the tweezers to
become gunky in your bag of
makeup. Use isopropyl alcohol to
clean them before and after using
them so that bacteria doesn’t build
up.

Mistakes to Avoid

Try to steer clear of unibrows as
there are many women who over
pluck in between the brows. This
is going to make your nose look
bigger and your eyes really far
apart.
The beginning of your
eyebrows should align with the
bridge of your nose, not the outer
edge of your nostrils. Don’t over
pluck your outer brows, either. So
that you can determine where your
eyebrows should end, picture a line
that goes diagonally from the
corner of your nose to the outside
corner of your eye. You can use
something like a pencil to guide
you.

Over plucking
Plucking
eyebrows
daily
is
something that some people find
satisfying, but the professionals say
it’s not a good idea. According to
Santi Garay and Michelle Wu, two
eyebrow specialists, it’s best to
tweeze your eyebrows once every
21 days. This is because the hairs
that grow differently have the time
to grow, and therefore your brows
are going to look much more even.
Using old tweezers
If you find that hairs are going
through the tweezers or you can’t
bring your points together, you
need new tweezers. You also

Don’t overdo the sides

Making a huge arch
Paisley or rainbow shaped brows
make
you
look
constantly
surprised. So that you can find your
arch, look for the highest point of
your eyebrow, which is usually
around 2/3 of the way from the
inside of your brow (it shouldn’t be
centred perfectly). Tweeze below
your brow so that you have a lift. If
your brows are lighter in colour,
you can use brow powder to
darken your shape before you
pluck so that you’re able to see.
Then just pluck around your shape
but don’t overdo it.

Forgetting about the top
Tweezing below your brow creates
a lovely lift but you should
remember about the top. Keep
your above-brow area completely
free of the stray hairs, since they
are much more noticeable in that
area.
Overusing the eyebrow pencil
If you just put a few feathery
strokes on your brow using your
eyebrow pencil, it’s going to take
your eyebrows from just so-so to
well-defined and amazing. Choose
a pencil that’s one shade lighter
compared with your eyebrows’
colour. When your brow is really
dark, they look fake and harsh.
Use some light strokes so that you
can shade in the patchy sections
and then trace your brows’ natural
shape. If you aren’t comfortable
using a pencil, you can use a brush
on an angle that’s been dipped in
some brow powder that is lighter
than your natural colour.
Take Advantage of a Pro
If you aren’t sure about the way
that your brow looks or how it
should look, or if you have made a
mistake that needs fixing, you can
go see a professional. Even if this is
only 1-2 times each year, they will
help you find your brow’s natural
shape and they can also give you
some expert guidelines for your
own routine. Your eyebrows give
your eyes attention and make
them your face’s focal point.
Therefore they are very important
to your appearance.

Advice on Nails
Chances are that you, and a lot of your friends, wear
nail polish on your fingernails and your toenails. So
we know how important it is to you to have some
tips and tricks to make them look great. So this
section is dedicated to your nails.
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Tips for Keeping Your Nails Healthy
Don’t constantly wear polish on your nails
When you have nail polish on every day it can cause
yellowing of your nails. If your nails are discoloured, mix
a tablespoon baking soda, a half of a teaspoon olive oil,
and some lemon juice. Rub it into your finger and
toenails and let it sit for ten minutes. Then rinse the
mixture off. Your nails are going to look incredibly clean.
Give your nails a break from the polish every couple of
weeks to stop the stains.

and hands before you go to bed, and wear gloves
and socks on your hands and feet to lock that
moisture in and help to heal your nails.
Choose the right time to trim your nails
Your nails are going to be less breakable and softer
after you take a shower. You can also cut them
anytime your nails are soft, like after you have
washed the dishes.
Don’t file your nail’s surface
If you file their surfaces, your nails will become thin.
Rather than doing this, use your buffer on the nail’s
surface and stick to filing the edges.

Don’t cut the cuticles
Hangnails often are caused when cuticles are cut too
much. If you go and get a manicure, let the technician
know that you just want them pushed back. You can also
use some cuticle or coconut oil on them so they stay
healthy.

Hand and Nail Care From Triclosan
Avoid soaps and hand sanitizers that contain the
harsh
chemical
triclosan
(often
marked
"antibacterial") which is the main antibacterial
ingredient in many non-alcoholic hand sanitizers.
According to the Public Health Agency of Canada
(PHAC), and the World Health Organization (WHO)
hand sanitizers that contain between 60 and 80
percent alcohol are “an excellent” way to clean your
hands when you’re not near a sink. But be careful,
high amounts of alcohol can dehydrate your skin
and nails, making your polish chip faster.
Professional manicurists advise to moisturize your
hands and nails after using hand sanitizers, just
remember to wait for the sanitizer to dry.

Don’t use polish remover with acetone in it
Acetone will strip away the natural oils in your nails. This
Never seesaw nails
will make them dry and therefore they will likely break
File in just one direction. This will help to avoid
more often. Look for a formula that doesn’t have
splitting your nailbed.
acetone in it.
Never pick at your chipped polish
Anytime your polish is chipping, you are also losing a nail
layer. When you notice your manicure and pedicure
coming off, simply remove it rather than picking the
polish off. You can avoid having chips altogether by
putting top coats on whenever you polish.

Don’t grow really long nails
You may not know it, but if your nails are long they
can carry a lot of harmful bacteria beneath them.
These bacteria can lead vomiting and diarrhea.
Make sure that you cut and file your nails regularly.
They are going to be healthier and they will also
make life a lot easier too.

Don’t skip your base coat
Are you one of those girls who hate nail ridges anytime
you don’t have polish on? The good news is that wearing
base coat will help. It fills the ridges in. To make your
nails stronger, look for one that has calcium in it.
Remember to give your nails moisture
Nails are made from keratin, and this needs moisture to
grow healthy. Now here is a really neat trick I learnt from
a supermodel. Slather some heavy cream upon your feet
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The OMG Teen Book Series
If you found this short report interesting and useful take a look now
at OMG I’m A Teen Now What? for many more makeup tips. You
will also enjoy our selection of books we have written for you. You
can find them at www.OMGTeenBookSeries.com.
My husband and I try our best to bring you really actionable tips and
advice drawing on all our experience and the countless research we
do for every book in the OMG Teen Book Series.
We don’t profess to be doctors or psychiatrists, but simply two
people who want to share our life experiences to give you the best
chance of success in your life, while helping to steer you from
trouble and unhappiness.
We want to help you get to where you want to be in your life, help
you to realise your dreams and guide you to adulthood as a wellrounded and valuable member of the community.

We wish to be a helping hand in an often difficult and complicated world.

Join us at the OMG Teen Book Series
and be the best you can be and make your parents proud!
www.OMGTeenBookSeries.com

Sample of the Books in the OMG Teen Book Series

Now click on the link Buy OMG Books to find out more about how the OMG Teen Book Series can
improve the quality of your life. Alternatively, you can click on any book above and this will take you
straight to the corresponding page on the Amazon website.
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